Abstract. We consider Gauss quadrature formulae Qn, ne N, approximating the integral
(see [5] ). Thus, from (1.5) there follows K = 0 r \(C = 0 r I i.e., (1.9) \\Rn\\ = rRn(cp) with<p(x):=l/(r-x).
Let the polynomial irn_x of degree less than « interpolate the function <p at the abscissae x1,...,x" of Qn. Since Q" integrates irn_x exactly, Rn(cp) = R"((p -ir"_x) holds. Setting Un(x) := (jc -xx) ■ ■ ■ (x -xn), we obtain
where y" is a constant, because the function on the left-hand side vanishes at xx,...,xn.
Multiplying by r -x and taking the limit as x -* r we obtain yn = l/TLn(r) (see [3, pp. 71-72] ). Thus, from (1.9) we get the representation
for weight functions satisfying (1.6).
If w satisfies (1.7), (1.11) (-l)X(aJ > 0 holds (see [5] ), and we obtain similarly (1.12) \\R"\\= rRM, *(*):= l/(r + x), and (1.13) \\RH\\= n . . [lw(x)^4^-dx withn"(x)= fl (x-x,).
In [1] and [2] , estimates for ||ÄJ| were derived for weight functions satisfying (1.6) or (1.7), and ||ÄJ| was given for w = W. Starting from (1.10) or (1.13) respectively, in the next section we calculate the norm of Rn for weight functions w with w=W/p" i = 1,2,
Two numerical examples conclude the paper. Remark. For even weight functions, (1.4) can be written as \f\r = supK>"{ |a{K|r2"} (cf. [1] ). If w(-)/w(--) is strictly monotonie, then R"(qK) * 0 for k > 2« (see [5] ), and | • |r can be equivalently defined by |/1r: = supK>2"{\al\r*}-2. The Norm of the Error Functional. a. px(x) = 1 + a2 + 2ax. The case a = 0, +1 is treated in [1] , [2] if w remains integrable. For |a| < 1, a ¥= 0, put d-= 1/a to obtain px(x) = a2(l + d2 + 2dx), \d\ > 1. Therefore we only consider the case \a\ > 1.
We first summarize some results of Kumar [9] which are important for the subsequent development. Lemma 1. Let px(x) = 1 + a2 + 2ax, \a\ > 1,-W(x) = (1 -x)a(l + x)ß and w = W/px. Let T¡ and Ui be the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind, respectively. Then the abscissae xx,...,xn of the Gauss quadrature formula Qn corresponding to w are the zeros of (i)aTn+Tn_xifa = ß=-l/2, (ii) aUn+ Un_x if a = ß =1/2, (iii) aUn + (1 + a)Un_x + U"_2ifa = -ß = 1/2 and n > 1.
Remark. For a = ß = +1/2 the condition (1.6) is satisfied if a < -1, the condition (1.7) if a > 1. For a = -ß = -1/2, (1.6) holds, for a = -ß = 1/2 we have (1.7).
We now establish the first of our results. Remark. I"(a, r) is also calculated by Kumar [9] by means of the generating function for the polynomials a Tn + T x. if a = ß = 1/2 and a > 1, and as (2 ,) ii» || = _2vrrT2" + 1_¡L±l\l/2
if a = -ß= -1/2 and n > 1.
Proof. Let Rn and R* be the error functionals corresponding to the weight functions w and w(--), respectively. Then obviously Rn(qK) = (-l)KR*"(qK) holds, and thus \\R"\\ = \\R"\\. Hence, the corollary immediately follows from Theorem 1.
b. p2(x) = (2b + l)x2 + b2, b > 0. We first summarize some results of Kumar [10] which are needed in the sequel. Lemma 2. Let p2(x) = (2b + l)x2 + b2, b> 0, W(x) = (1 -x)a(l + x)ß and w = W/p2. The abscissae xx,.. .,xn of the Gauss quadrature formula Qn corresponding to w are the zeros of (i)(2b+ 1)7; + Tn_2ifa = ß = -1/2 and « > 1, (ii)(2b + 1)17 + U"_2ifa = ß = 1/2 and « > 1, (iii) (2b + 1)(U" + Un_x)+Un_2+ U"_3 if a =-ß = 1/2 and n> 2.
Our second result is presented in the following theorem. Proof. In this case (1.7) holds, and the results follow from (1.13) using Lemma 2. Symmetry arguments yield the following corollary. Remark. Let Kn(z):= Rn(<p:), <p:(x):= l/(z -x), \z\ = r. If /is holomorphic in a region B including Cr the representation Rn(f) = ^-fcKn(z)f(z)dz holds. Gautschi and Varga [6] showed that for weight functions satisfying either (1.6) or (1.7) max\Kn(z)\=max{Kn(r),\Kn(-r)\}= £ ^fl -|-r K = 0 T holds. Therefore, we have maX|,|=r|^n(z)| = ||/?n||/r, and for the weight functions considered here maX|.|=r|AT"(z)| has also been determined. 
